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1. Introduction 
Let ua atart with the remark that ie widely and often aucceaa-

fully used in physical applications methods of perturbation calculua 
line Koyleigh-dcaodinger expansion in quantum mechanics or Feynman 
graphs technique in quantum field theory have purely formal charac
ter if their mathematical structure is considered. These methods 
silos one to compute the coefficients of the formal Taylor-Madaurin 
expansions in the coupling constant without any investigation 
(and, in the consequence, any knowledge) of the analytic structure 
of the expanded quantities aa functions of in the neighbourhood 
of the point '..' . The analytic propertiaa of the expanded func
tions plsy the crucial rola in the interpretation of tha obtained 
perturbation aeries. The analyticity of the original function for 

', ( is neceaaary to identify it with the aum of ita expansion 
even for convergent series. The case of divergent series, treated 
as asymptotic ones, is far mora complicated. For unique reaummation 
of them the knowledge of the analytic propertiaa of tha expanded 
function is necessary but not enough and the behaviour of the diffe
rence between the function and tha "runcated expansion should be 
examined. The realisation of such a program in a mathematically ri
gorous way ia very difficult and the methods used are atrongly modal 
dependent. The general aolution la known only for regular perturba
tions (exemplified by a two-electron atom) in quantum mechanics desc
ribed in the framework of the Kato-Rellich ' theory which cannot 
be applied to the divergent asymptotic perturbation expansions. 
In this case, the problem is well understood for soma simple models 
like anhajLOonic oscillator' , auperrenormsliEsbls euclidean scalar 
field models T'v {\ and partly for renormallsable euolidean 
scaler field modal л Д ' . The analytic properties of the energy 
levels (for enharmonic oscillator) and the Schwinger functiona (for 
field models) ere known ss wsll aa the asymptotic character of the 
perturbation expansions. They are the alternating aariea with faeto-



rially growing coefficient», i.e., having tha Lipatov form '" and 
say ba mummed uaing the Borel or Fade aetnoda with the choice of the 
raauamatlon method dependent on the model. 

For our purpoaea we propose to underatand toe meaning of the 
Perturbation axpanaiona in a different way. the baaic faot ia that 
the coaffieianta of such ezpeaaiona may (at leaat in principle and 
without the analysis of technical problem») ba computed without de
tailed investigation of the analytic structure of tha expanded func
tion. If they hare the Lipatov form we are able to eonatruct expli
citly toe functiona with known analytic propertiea for which the ori
ginal aarlaa are the asymptotic onea. Sua to tha ambiguity of tha 
reconstruction procedure (whose origin ia fundamental and connected 
with tha existence of the non trivial funotlona with aero aaymptotic 
expansions in the neighbourhood of С)- О ), the raault cannot be iden
tified with the original object without further information about 
ita structure. The laat, in any caae, cannot be deduced only from 
the knowledge of the aet of values of darivativea (even if we know 
them all) coiiputad at the point which ia not the point of analyti-
city. This means that the aayaptotio perturbation calculua from tha 
beginning doea not contain the full information and haa to be comple
ted to give a unique raault. In the propoaed «chase aueh complementa
ry information ia given by the method of reconatruction itself and 
the unlquenees conditions may ba expreesed only in terma of the pro
pertiea of tha axpaaaion coefficient*. 

2. aeneral Tormallam 
The aubject of our analysis la the perturbation axpanaiona 

whoae eoeffioiente have the LIpator form, i.e.,they are elements of 
the olsaa of equivalence 

Jj»v = a^PC/A-vii fS-. t) F ( - H ) (2.1) 
with any function И n ) obeying the aaymptotic expaaalon 

F(M-) ~ EI *,, -w (2.2) 
for tn.-*ao , «a aaaume that tha parameters а,^ф. i A)'<kt 4 I., 
are real, i.e., we reatriet ouraalvaa to the expanaiona of phyaical 
quantitlea. It ia obvioua that the taylor-Kaelaurin aeries const
ructed with 4*i<B *• l t B ooafflciente 
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n O / 1 (2.3) 

is purely formal because it is dirergent for all nonzero values of 
the variable £ . The only «ay to give suoh a series mathematical 
meaning (and physical interpretation) is to consider it as asympto
tic expansion of \ ( 3 ^ for - -' 0 in some subset of the complex 

£ plane and to find Й s ) fulfilling this condition. Such a prob-/6/ lem ia solvable , in a suitable sector <• ••,-'• • > 
ь •• \t\ -, К \ for any series of the type (2.3). The choice of the 

method of reconstruction depends on the properties of the expansion 
coefficients considered. In the case of (2.1) the methods of the 
theory at moments seem to be the most useful tool to solve the 
problem. 

As the first step let us define the quantities 

7 , - - V V \ ••< " ' 'к., г' i i » (2.*) 

which for all natural ' 
positive measure on "-
and к < , л : , if 1 For positive 

and real " ' ' are the moments of the 
. The same holde for • . . . with fixed l-
- ' .! and fixed even and • < . , if 
we have 

V v * \ •• ' i i < (2.5) 

i.e., \. 
negative i *\ 

V <\ 

\ v "> .̂ 'т̂  for 1 Ц •*- > while for 

V ) -*-u (2.6) 

which gives \r*,i \ лл » 9(-u) Лт,- (•• ) Ьъ. № , _ >, 0 for -uf(-« «>). 
According to Hamburger's theorem, in the moment theory " ' these 
conditions srs sufficient and necessary for the positivlty of all 
quadratlo forms S _ o ^,r,s *f • , with the only restric
tion for ic toJM even for negative и . This means that the dster-
ainanta of the j5 for m. matrices 
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К \ i- и I '' ' •""' 

V, ... ) • м ! 
> V-. • t \* 1 : W,v., 

(2.7) 

U , lv 1 14 » 1 V * ^ •!« 

fulfill the inequalities 

f ;\л!̂ , in.) ̂  i. [;,(,; 

(2.8') 

"' ч '•• (2.8") 

With the leading asymptotical ten» considered, let us take 
the full fore of (2.1). Instead of (2.7) we hare the deterainanta 

DO. -*0 : ^ 

1^ k.i S V t л 

) u . -w*. 4 (2.9) 

U ' * yu».v-i< ^»£л 

correaponding to the quadratic fonts i_, w \v^p, •, * г х-^ * bet 
UB choose К big enough to replace the exact formula (2 .1) by i t s 
aayaptotica ( 2 . 2 ) . Since the aayaptotie expanaiona of ^(L ) and 

F O ^ v O for w -ч fv. are the same for any function and any "' , 
we have with the accuracy to the zero aaymptotic expansion 

I>(U,^) ^ t l l k , ^ ) [ Е < < Л М (2.10) 
v. -i no y-<J 

i.w., the determinants Tnl- >-) for vc sufficiently large ful
fill the sane poaitivity conditions aa 'МУ,^-) . Moreover, for 

0)0 , the determinants 1Ч1.Н, 'w, "} are also positive for large 
lc . Indeed, we have 
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'0 U , w) ^ (2.11) 

where i' '''•• ~~-) are the detenainants of the type (2.7) computed 
for ' ,'VU which does not change the properties (2.в'). Such a 
poeitivity condition is not true for <.• •. , which may immediately 
be seen from (2.11). and it is the source of differences between two 
cases considered. The poeitivity of the determinants . i • v. ) and 
:̂ {;-ti. ы > for IA •' С Is a sufficient and necessary condition for 

the sequences \ y,, , ., to be Stieltjes moments (i.e. moments 
on the positive semiaxis) while the poeitivity of the determinants 

•-.•- •- ̂  for '• - О enables one to interprete the sequences 
1 i •. , as Hamburger's moments (i.e. moments on the whole 

real axis). These statements are equivalent to the existence of the 
positive measures on ^ such that 

(2.12') 

(2.12") 

and the series 

\ • м ;:, w ^ ' v " - л' •-. , , . v .-и (2.13) 
are the series of Stieltjea or Hamburger, respectively. The proper-

/7 8/ 
ties of these classes of divergent series are well known be
cause they play the crucial role in the theory of moments and in 
the theory of Fade approximations. The fundamental result, namely 
the theorem of Nevanlinns and Haaburger (N.-H.), has different formu
lations for the series of Stieltjes and Hamburger; so we have to 
analyse them separately, for the series of Stieltjee (2.12*), i.e. 
for .. •> '. and the expansion (2.3) alternating for * ~> "• we ob
tain 

.x 
•^'•••^ , M * \ . ^ ' J - ' V 1 - ' (2.14) 

<x 

and the function ; -*) k * j L U l ( 0 real symmetric and analytic 
in ; •? I..^.~•\^ n-£ e?i; i admitting the series in (2.13) 
as its asymptotic expansion uniformly in •-> . for the series of 
Hamburger (2.12* 1). i.e. for и < о and (2.3) nonalternating for 



- I- , the analogous formula is 
, ^ .-, ,,» -{1^>- <2.1 5) 

\. - - i ' and ' • \ . ' i real symmetric and analytic in 
• J '••• ^ I "̂  t with (2.13) uniformly aaymptotic 

in . Using these results we may come to the conclusion that for 
formal perturbation expansion (2.3) with the coefficients (2.1) 
obeying the aeymptotice (2.2) we have found the function with 
known analytic properties and admitting the representation 

\i ') ' . w • •" • , -л' \ -y,-\;"y ' (2.16) 

where -W„ •••••• \ is the solution of the moments problem 
\ ^ \ •< -. О j ,..,-, , «.17) 

with the given series ao its asymptotic expansion 

,, Л ' , . . , ; •* (2,18) 

uniformly in the domain of definiteneas. 

3. Applications 
With the basic formula (2.16) obtained, we should analyse its 

applicability in practical calculations. The problem has two diffe
rent aspects. The first ia the direct computation of the measure 
J \ ( u | in (2.17) from tha sequence i ̂  \ | , given and 

the second is the application of the standard resunmation methods, 
like Fade or fiorel methods, to obtain unknown function \{* > 
Owing to the differences between the alternating and nonalternating 
aeriaa, we shall consider them separately. 

3.1. The alternating series 
Let ua begin with the simplest, exactly solvable, example of 

the one-dimensional integral 

I(^) = \Jv < ' <3.D 

often called the aero dimensional analog of tha ^ modal. V { \ ] 

defines the parabolic cylinder function ^ i equivalent to the 
McDonald funotion V- i 
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\ t I 
it.,) .-ц. v ^ l ч'.^ к i s , . ) . (3.2) 

The perturbation expansion of (3.1) Is given by 

'l'V ' ,-, run', • ' У (3'3) 

and is formal, everywhere divergent alternating series whose coef
ficients hare the Lipatov form Г .̂\.".'м> '-> ' ^ v ^ ) t o T l ' '• 
The coefficients in (3*3) are the Stieltjes moments for all > 
because 

V " I -„Г!" ̂  "I 

(3.4) 

which, acoording to (2.16), means that 

J i 

with (3.3) as en asymptotic expansion . The above construction 
is unique, which is quaranteed by the criterion of Carlaman for 
the uniqueness of tha aolution of the Stieltjea moment problem '' . 
The sufficient oondition for the uniquenesa la the divergency of 
the series *.'. • \ > ') •'•' which ia, roughly speaking, equivalent 
to the bound i \ v i .' i',.'v. > • ) which ia fulfilled for tha example 
considered. 

An analogous procedure would be applied (using methods of Hel-
lin's transform theory) for physically realiatio models If tha se
quence { \4,i \ u were exactly known ' °'. Unfortunately, In 
practice, only tha leading asymptotic terms (2.4) are known whiob 
give the measure J T „ (-w) with tbe accuracy to the leading asymp
totical term for -и -i .x 

u t J% io_ < - ч" У V ' ( " Г-*" * .f (J э K A u (3 6 ) 



Suob an approximation, formally identical with tbe generalized Borel 
BUB of (2.13) with tbe coefficienta (2.4), in general does not give 
satisfactory result» '"' but for some simple mode* , like anhar-
monie oacillator ц, v" '* v; • ', •' tbe 5* accuracy, in comparison with 
tbe exact results шау be achieved ' '. Better occuracy, about 1*, 
can be obtained (within the вале approximation for tbe coefficients 
used) if tbe Borel or Fade methods are applied to nun the sequence 
(2.13). Tbe Borel sunmabillty of (2.13) to the integral in (2.16) 
may be proved ' ' because tbe Ы.-Н. theorem guarantees tbe assump
tions of tbe Watson theorem to be fulfilled if the coefficients in 
(2.13) satisfy the bound . i-.-i . ' " ; i « ) ' . Tbe uniqueness criterion 
of Carlaoan gives a little bit stronger bounds ij v\ : t" r(.u < ' ' . 
Among tbe models satisfying these conditions the best accuracy «as 
obtained in the framework of the Pade-Borel method applied to an 
enharmonic oscillator, funnel-like potential ' 3' and Gell-Mann-Low 
function and critical exponents in the scalar field models ' 1 . 
The Fade summability of (2.13) to the integral in (2.16) follows 
directly the general theorems of the Pads approximant theory ' ' si
milar to the H.-H. theorem. Moreover, the approximants in ' >• I 
and L N, w I give for - ' the lower and upper bounds for the in
tegral in (2.16) with the accuracy growing with H. The uniqueness 
condition demands the divergency of the series ЛГ^ ((•« ) ЯГн 
and gives I V-H> с1" T'i: v . > i . The method, applied to such quan
tum mechanical models like enharmonic oecillator and funnel-like 
potential gives results more accurate then obtained by the Borel 
method ' 1 4', it is also understood why the method does not work for 
an anharmonic oscillator •/ ' which breaks tbe uniqueness con
dition. The models of this type need further development of the 
formalism baaed on the solutions of the indefinite problem of mo-

/ 7 / 
stents "'. 
3.2. The ncmalternating series 

The simplest example, where the nonalternating perturbation 
expansion appears, is the integral 

№ ' U* «"X " '-° (3.7) 
whose exact value is 

W = lh "V -\-4 ] < (^f'' 1.<U";0 (з.в) 
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and formal perturbation expansion 

X \ ]

 v - -?wr<r- < '..> <3-9> 
everywhere divergent and nonalternating, obeying the Lipatov form. 
The coefficients in (3.9) are the Hamburger moments for all ' 

" ' ru.\ м " \"V 1. n' < " ' < ) ' '"Ч 1 v ' к д * I) ui • I j u (зло) 

and :\< t*) in upper and lower half-planes is given by the Uiloert 
transform of the measure in (3.10) 

CO 4 x 

Xj 

To give it the meaning for i ~j i. , i.e., ' we have to calculate 
its principal value 

VV> : ^ i t ' V V ' - b к • ^ ( 3 . 1 2 ) 

*г„т < . •* - , - - 1 — J . J - 1-

^ i l ^ t f T f ? " ' v " ' ' М ч ^ . Ь , , - ^ ; , ' И ^ : 1 

where we used the transformation properties of Mac Donald's func
tions with respect to the analytic continuation 

м л 
and the reality of the functions 3 J ( ? 1 for real arguaent. Рог 
the Hamburger problem of moments Carleman'e uniqueness condition is 
satisfied if the series S ( W \ *• is divergent. Since it is 
fulfilled for the case considered 
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- ' • • • * \ 

•-' 1 N , i (3.H) 
W * . u ' ; 

the construction of the function } ; -., ' is unique. 
The analysis of the nonalternating perturbation series la far 

more difficult then the previous analysis of the alternating ones. 
Ho universal method to find Hamburger measure in (2.13) is known. 
Also the Borel method is not applicable because the Wateon 
theorem ia not valid. The only possibility left is Fade summation. 
The suitable version of the N.-H. theorem gives that the sequence of 
the Fade approximations of (2.13) L ̂  V "• 1 , ^ 1 • ••' contains 
the subsequence !\', » I , Ki' v „, •- • , ̂,., , converging in 
.' \ i • t \t\ i' > -J \ to the real symmetric, analytic 
in • \ 1 function v. . ( '. 

I - iU.::: ..-.-.' .4) ( v) v \ />'" ' ° ' 1 5 ) 

r . • . I * • •-• * 

admitting (2.13) as its asymptotic eipention for У in : 

-I - ' 1 

To our knowledge, the Fade summation wee not applied in the analysis 
of the nonalternating series. Except the difficulties with the com
putation of the coefficients in (2.13), there are serious restric
tions given by the Carleman criterion. The sufficient uniqueness 
condition is \\-*\ K •'; •-•'!• ) and is not fulfilled even for 
such simple model like quantum mechanical double «ell «here coef
ficients of the perturbation expansion of the ground state energy 
have the asymptotical form / 1 & / 

E"4 ^ " f 4'Vl,,l)fl ~- , V( /:))• (3.17) 

Indeed, It may be proved ' ' that the ground state energy in this 
model is unstable, i.e. there exist two eigenvalues of the full Ha-
miltoniar., differing from the function «f|vJ :) and obeying 
the same ssyaptotica for u-э О . For such problems and the relevant 
ones appearing in the non-Abelian gauge field theories further de
velopment of the formalism (especially the methods of the indefinite 
moment problem) ia necessary. 
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4. Conclualona 
Up to now we bara conaldered the problem of the interpretation 

of the given perturbation aariaa and «a have not analyaed the quee-
tiont la the given aerlaa aayaptotic axpanaion of the function for 
which we have atarted to obtain it. In *athematlca the anawar ia 
known in aome apecial caaaa like the funotiona analytic in 
.'i - ( ? I J U U , <•; ь."̂ ? ^ \ and obeying any aaymptotic 
azpanaion for Sii->0. Por theae functiona the existence of the 
aeriea ?t W *"* auch that |(*.) - Г \- •'" , '• > l-> ^ 
guarantee»" that \-„ ' J~ ,tv ^"4?!, i.e. the aaymptotlo character 

, , г " ° /6/ of the Taylor-Maclaurin azpanaion . In pbyalcal «pplloationa the 
problem ia fully undaratood only in the conetruelive quantum field 
theory, for the modela mentioned in the introduction. It ia obvioua 
that if the anawar ia negative the perturbation aeriea ia not con
nected with the original function and uaaleaa aa a computational 
method. But for a poaltive anawar (auggeated by aucceaaful applica
tion) the perturbation azpanalona have to ba undaratood and aummad 
properly eapacially whan the theoretical oaloulatlona and experi
mental reaulta are very exact - for example in QBD »'''. for auch 
problaaa the interpretation of the perturbatlva raaulta aa the app
roximation by polynomials la jjai»: and taking into consideration 
the "tall" of perturbation aeriea la seoeaaary. 
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Хожеля А. Е2-87-888 
Классическая проблема моментов 
и значение пертурбационных разложений в квантовой физике 

При использовании методов классической теории моментов 
рассмотрены вопросы,значения и интерпретации расходящихся 
рядов теории возмущений. Доказано, что ряды с коэффициен
тами, асимптотически обладающими факториальным ростом, 
имеют строго определенный математический смысл, и можно 
их суммировать методами Бореля и Паде /в случае знакопе
ременных рядов/ и Паде /в случае знакопостоянных рядов/. 
Рассмотрены вопросы однозначности методов реконструкции 
и дань, условия на коэффициенты рядов, для которых исполь
зованные методы дают однозначный ответ. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
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Horzela A. E2-87-888 
The Problem of Moments and the Meaning 
of Perturbation Expansions in Quantum Physics 

The methods of the classical moment theory are used 
to give the interpretation of the divergent perturbation 
expansions. The expansions with factorially growing coef
ficients are proved to be mathematically well defined 
objects which may be resummed using the Borel and Pade 
methods. The problem of uniqueness of the resummation is 
analysed and some conditions of the uniqueness are 
obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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